
 

 

 
MobileNAV – 7.0 What’s new? 
 

 

Client app and Add-on improvements 
 

• RFID reading: from version 7.0 you can use MobileNAV with RFID scanners. The feature can 
be enabled in Device Management of MobileNAV and requires separate license.  
 
MobileNAV supports to read EPC tag standards 19 out of 22. It reads the EPC tag binary 
content, then MobileNAV transforms that to GS1 string, and from there you can define 
Regular Expression, and slit the GS1 content between the fields. 
 
The RFID reader can be used in “single scan” mode, which will read the “strongest” RFID 
tag into any barcodeable field, which you have already configured. 
 
The most interesting part is when you want to scan multiple RFID tags. For that you can 
create a special page in MobileNAV configuration, where you define… 

▪ what do you want to read 
▪ how do you want to spit the GS1 string 
▪ do you have any expected tags (either partly or fully defined) 
▪ what do you want to do after the reading has been finished 

 
The special MobileTypes which drives the configuration: 

▪ RFID: for identification, used for matching 
▪ RFIDRSSI: signal strength, range: -100..0 
▪ RFIDStatus: Expected,Found,New 
▪ RFIDHexa: (optional) original tag id in hexa 
▪ RFIDGS1: (optional) GS1 format of tag id 
▪ RFIDFinish: delegated function button from parent, which finishes reading  
▪ DeviceID: filled and filtered with the reader’s device id 
▪ UserID: (optional) filled and filtered with the actual user id  

 



 

 

               
 

               



 

 

 
RFID scenarios: 

▪ Data entry – e.g.: enter Serial No.-s during inbound receive 
▪ Data validation – e.g.: check Serial No.-s during outbound shipment 
▪ Data entry + validation – e.g.: enter Serial No.-s filtered for an Item 
▪ Single read – like barcode reading (strongest tag) 
▪ Tag recon – search tags nearby 
▪ Locate tag – find a specific tag 

 

• (Delegated) Function buttons on lists: from version 7.0 you can delegate function buttons 
from a parent card to the opened drill-down list. The execution will be similar if you would 
have been pressed the function button on the parent card. The actual filtering of the drill-
down list is not taken into account. The configuration can be accessed from the drill-down 
relation configuration page. Example: Autofill Qty. to Handle button can be delegated to 
the Warehouse Pick Line list. 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

• Enforced Own filter: from version 7.0 you configure the already existing “own” filter to be 
non-breakable, meaning that the “own” button is always turned on, and the user can’t turn 
it off. The own filter is available for SalespersonCode, ServiceResourceFilter, LocationCode, 
UserID. Via configuring “Visible as Filter” to FALSE, you will enforce the own filter for the 
users, so only their records will be visible on the lists with own filter. 

 

• Advanced Barcode Scanning: The idea is further improve the barcode configuration of 
MobileNAV, like splitting barcode across multiple pages, apply last scanned barcode on 
card, or configure different barcode behavior on list and card. 
 

▪ Problem 1: RegEx can split the barcode inside a configuration page only.  
 

▪ Solution 1: RegEx can be defined indirectly on a "parent" page (like Pick line), and it 
can pass the original barcode towards to relations (like Item lookup and Item Cross 
Reference). 
 

▪ Problem 2: not possible to configure different behavior on list and card or offline 
page, where there is one page for both list and card. 
 

▪ Solution 2: Visible as Filter should be reflected in barcode splitting as well, for 
example the combined barcode's Lot No should not be used on list filtering. Allow 
barcode reading on a field, which is a read-only, but its barcode RegEx splits into 
editable fields as well. 
 

▪ Problem 3: when you use barcode scanning for filtering, and the card is opened 
automatically, and the card contains staging, then you need to scan the same barcode 
twice 
 

▪ Solution 3: the app will apply the previously scanned barcode (for list filtering) 
automatically on the card 
 

▪ Problem 4: if you are using composite barcode, like GS-128 you might need to 
configure the same RegEx multiple places 
 

▪ Solution 4: it will be possible to configure RegEx for Field Categories, and if you do so, 
you need to do this only once in the configuration, the RegEx will be automatically 
applied across the configuration 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 

• (Offline) Self-diagnostics: The Addon self diagnostics targets to highlight the most common 
offline mode problems. For example to detect that the base configuration should be slightly 
adjusted, because the Item page contains too many records, and needs to be optimized for 
offline.  
 
The Self-diagnostics feature analyzes the offline page configuration: 

o Number of records downloaded (per page + sum) 
o Number of records in underlying table 
o Download time (per page + sum) 
o Check for changes time (per page + sum) 



 

 

It describes the possible symptoms and also lists suggestions 
o Decrease record count 
o Configure By NAS or By Trigger 
o Configure Record level sync 
o Set period if possible 

 
It is possible to set “Latency for HTTP calls” in MobileNAV General Setup. With that you can 
better simulate the external web service calls, since the during the self-diagnostics the 
MobileNAV Addon will invoke “himself” thru SOAP web service, which is a web service call 
to “localhost”, but its duration will be the theoretical maximum. It will be slower when you 
try to invoke the same from a mobile device from a mobile network. 
 

 
 

• Import-export partial configuration: from version 7.0 you will be able to import and export 
partial configuration XML. You will see a new button “Export partial configuration” in 
Configuration Handling page, and if you press that you can select which pages do you want 
to export into the XML. During the import, you can either select “full” or “partial” 
configuration XML. The Addon will detect which one is being imported, and act accordingly. 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
Limitations of partial configuration XML: 

o No General Setup settings 
o No Profile settings 
o No Category settings 

 

• Configuration “Under construction”: from version 7.0 you can set a new flag in MobileNAV 
General Setup: “Under construction”. If this flag is enabled, then users can’t log in, and 
certain automatic config recalculations won’t happen (like profile recalculation when you 
change a relation). 



 

 

 
 

• Configurable list display limit: Prior to 7.0 the list display limit was hard-coded, 1000 
records. From version 7.0 you can configure this, but it is not recommended to apply to 
high number, as it can consume more memory and CPU to render the list on the client app. 
There is a default MobileNAV General Setup, which is 1000 list item by default, but you can 
overrule this per page. 
 
 

 
 

• Configurable status monitoring timeout: The timeout of the Connection State Monitoring 
heart-beat call is now configurable. MobileNAV app has a heart-beat check against the 
NAV/BC. We call it Connection State Monitoring. The timeout for such a call was hard-
coded (5 seconds) prior to 7.0, now we made it configurable, since we have seen rare cases 
where the 5 seconds timeout was not enough (slow servers). 

 

 
 

• Pre-download cacheable files in online mode: Cacheable images (and PDF, Excel, etc.) are 
downloaded on demand in online mode. This feature allows you to pre-download all of 
them, so when you start to browse the pages, no download will be necessary. This is 



 

 

extremely useful if you use "image lists". 
 

           
 

• Reconnect on connection loss: MobileNAV app will show a warning at a connection loss. 
When you loose the connection in Auto online-offline mode, but you have not seen the 
"warning icon" on the top left corner, then you might not realized that you have lost the 
connection to the server. From version 7.0 MobileNAV app will show a warning message on 
the next action you execute after you have lost the connection and asks whether you want 
to try to reconnect or not. 
 



 

 

 

Base configuration improvements 
 

• … 
 


